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Number of Appointments offered, booked and attended in January,
February and March 2024. 

PRACTICE DATA

In January we had 451 missed appointments, 317 in February and 361 in March. 

Combining all the missed appointments together, it resulted in our Clinicians
and Doctors wasting 1,129 appointments and practitioner time. 



Month Face to face Telephone Homevist Digital 

Jan 61% 21% 3% 6%

Feb 62% 22% 3% 4%

March 64% 20% 3% 5%

Mode of contact when speaking with our Doctors and Nurses: 



Getting through to us on the phone can be challenging and we are trying to
improve this for you.

Our phone system allows us to collect data as follows:

CALL DATA 

Within the
first hour of
the day, we

connect
over 1,500

calls per
month



March

 (2023)
3183

march

(2024)
2691

It is great to see that in March this year, we reduced our wait time on the phones
compared to Match 2023 (in seconds). 



Longest wait is now 45 minutes
whereas last month was 79 minutes. 



FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST
(FFT)
Since the FFT was launched in 2013, millions of patients have submitted feedback. 

We continue to encourage our patients to give feedback on their experiences of care
and treatment so that the information can be used to drive continuous improvements
and better address people’s needs. 

Every month, we review the feedback that you have told us and discuss what we can do
with your feedback to make a difference. 

We call this ‘You said, We did’ – other people might call it the ‘so what factor’.

Many of you got in touch to share your experience of The Heron Medical Practice’s
services and most of the comments are positive stories about how services have helped
and supported you.  These stories are just as important to us as the not so good ones. 

Below are the summary scores for our patients who have
completed the FFT recommending our services.

92%

91%

90%
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Tag Cloud -  rendered using the most used verbs, adverbs and adjectives
where the word frequency is reflected in text size. This data has been
captured from our FFT’s. 



R e v i e w s R e s p o n s e s

I was late due to school traffic but felt
quite dismissed by the doctor and not
really listened to

We are sorry you felt you were not listened to by
the Doctor you saw.  Our Doctors are working to a
tight appointment scheme. Should one
appointment run late, this would then have a roll
on effect to the rest of their patients. 

No waiting and quickly done
Our aim is to see patients as quickly as possible and
continually monitor the wait times to be seen and
if necessary, put in extra resources.

Polite staff, appointment on time and
lovely Doctor thank you.

Your feedback has been shared with our Practice
Team. Thank you 

Medical secretary's are next to useless and
are very hard to talk to. I had assessment
tests that were done and incomplete
causing me 2 further attendances

Thank you for your feedback. It can be hard
getting through to the secretaries by telephone due
to high demand, Your feedback has been passed
onto the department, 

I was early for my appointment but seen
straightaway, thank you. 

We are happy to receive comments like this, thank
you.   

My nurse, Mrs Rachel Bain was incredibly
helpful and supportive throughout my
appointment with her

We shared your feedback with our Nurse Team –
thank you. 

I joined the practise 20 years ago and my
self and my wife especially have had
nothing but 1st class service from all the
staff over that period

We shared this feedback with the Practice Team.
Positive feedback gives us all assurances that what
we are doing and continuing to do is working.  



Your feedback is extremely important to us. Telling us about your experience with the

Practice (good or bad), means that we can better understand what is important to

you, what we are doing well and where there are areas where we need to make

improvements.

PATIENT 
FEEDBACK

Send your feedback to: kmicb.admin-stannes@nhs.net

He saw me yesterday and he was truly brilliant, very understanding, very helpful
and assisted me with all my wishes.

He even continued to try and assist me through the evening!!

I want to say a massive thank you to him and what a brilliant Dr he is! 

I wish the Drs I had at A&E on Monday and Tuesday acted in his manner, if they did
I don’t think it would be such a shambles!!



Patient has called the surgery
today to pass on his thanks and

gratitude to all the amazing
team at the Heron and

especially that of Katy Butler,
who always goes above and

beyond. 

Patient called requesting to speak
with a manager. Patient wanted to
let us know how Amazing Wendy
(receptionist) is. She promised to

send her report over to her as
soon as we received it and she did.

"rare to see someone keep there
word now adays. She was lovely to

speak to, had all the time in the
world for me and is all round a

lovely person"

Well done Wendy!!

Dear Heron medical Practice.

I would l ike you to pass this email on to Doctor Costello with my deepest thanks and gratitude for her
professionalism and foresight.  I  was lucky enough to ring yesterday morning and be given and appointment to
see her.  I  presented with a cough, producing blood in my sputum and a swollen right calf .  I  had previously
seen a doctor a week earlier with a cough and blood and was given a course of antibiotics .

On this occasion however Doctor Costello was sufficiently concerned and with a diagnoses in mind, that she
rang QEQM hospital,  the SDEC department, and sent me down forthwith for tests .  I  have to say it  was a long
day down a QEQM, I got home at 2030hours last night and at times it  was fairly chaotic .  However the care I
received from the nursing staff  in that department was second to none, and the end result following a CT
scan, was that I was diagnosed with a Pulmonary embolism in my right lung, probably as a result of a clot in
my right lower leg.

So a big thank you to Dr Costello.  I  received an injection of an anti coagulant drug last night and have been
prescribed a course of Apixaban and have apparently been referred to the Haematology unit at K&C hospital .

I  really only have one concern and that is  there appears to be no follow up on the DVT in my right calf .  I
gained the impression in hospital that treatment for both the Pulmonary Embolism and the DVT would be the
same, thus no further follow up would be necessary. There was so much information being given to me
yesterday that I forgot to ask, perhaps Dr Costello could let me know what if  any follow up is required.

Once again thank you so much for the kind attention.





Dear Heron Medical Practice,

I wanted to write and express my sincere thanks to your staff for today. I
was in absolute emotional turmoil waiting for the results of a chest x ray I
had this morning. I had convinced myself over the weekend that I had lung
cancer following a nasty chest infection in December and then a request
for a repeat chest x ray sent last week. Whilst the rationale part of my
brain knew this was extremely unlikely, being a mother and having had a
previous cancer scare I was anything but rationale. 

I had the x ray today at 8:30 and contacted reception shortly after to see if
the results were in. Unfortunately they were not but I spoke to the kindest
and most empathetic receptionist who despite probably being extremely
busy, listened to my fears and was incredibly kind. I then received a text
message from Dr Crocker at 13:17 to say my xray was clear. Im guessing
the lovely receptionist told Dr Crocker I was incredibly anxious, and she
speedily looked at the results and text me. 

I can not explain what this has meant to me. I burst into happy tears and
the stomach-churning anxiety has gone. 

Please pass my thanks onto Dr Crocker and the receptionist – I wish I knew
her name! She really was incredibly kind. 

Mrs M phoned this morning and said she
wanted to express how incredibly grateful

she is to Dr Mohamed for being so kind
and gentle with her on the phone recently.
She said the medication he prescribed her

has worked perfectly and its better than
winning a million pounds!

She was very grateful and also wanted to
pass on her thanks to Rachel Bain for

being so lovely during her recent
appointment also. 



CHARITY 

The Heron Medical
Practice donated 132

Easter Eggs to
SNAAP Charity,

ready for the
children’s Easter

Parties. 



Launch of NHS Pharmacy First advanced service

On Wednesday, 31 January 2024, the NHS Pharmacy First advanced service was
launched. The service will enable community pharmacists to complete episodes of
care for patients without the need for the patient to visit their general practice. 

UPDATES 

In February we welcomed our new GP Partner, Dr Alex McDonald. 








